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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, China and India have astonished the world with the incredible speed and scope of their development and
economic growth. Representing nearly forty percent of the Earth's population, China and India are poised to dramatically
transform the politics and economics of the world. The ways in which they accomplish this will in turn translate into enormous
consequences for the environment. Indeed, the growth of both countries is already having unprecedented environmental effects.
As a result, the environmental protection and management mechanisms that China and India choose to employ are and will
continue to be critical. It is crucial that both countries immediately begin making environmental considerations a top priority.
One effective way of doing so is by *276  incorporating environmental impact assessment (EIA) into the planning processes

of development projects and activities. Arguably, international law requires them to do so. 1

The most effective EIA laws are those that involve the public in the EIA process. Public participation increases transparency.
This in turn promotes political accountability and thereby increases effectiveness. It is also important that EIA law require an
assessment on all projects likely to impact the environment and that project proponents understand the factors that trigger an
assessment. The main barriers to effective implementation of China's EIA laws are a lack of commitment to public participation
procedures and legislation that is too vague. In India, EIA laws do not cover many projects that threaten the environment
in serious ways. India's law could also benefit from a strengthening of public participation. In both countries, enforceability
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is another major obstacle to effective EIAs. China and India have each made a start in implementing EIA laws within their
respective jurisdictions. However, this effort is not enough. The speed of each country's economic growth and the resulting
environmental degradation require that China and India do much more to ensure that their respective EIA laws are effective.

This article explores the ways in which each country has approached EIA and suggests areas in which the EIA procedures can
be improved and made more effective. Part II describes the origins of EIA in the domestic law of the United States. Part III
considers the extent to which international law requires EIA for projects having impacts solely within a nation's own borders.
Part IV discusses the elements that constitute an effective EIA and provides a backdrop against which to consider China's and
India's respective domestic EIA legislations. Part V looks at the state of the environment in the developing world, in particular in
China and India. This section then examines the environmental laws in both countries, focusing on their EIA procedures. While
the Chinese and Indian governments are taking crucial first steps, much more can be done to achieve effective implementation
of EIA procedures. Better EIA will result in more effective protection of the environment, which will benefit not only China
and India, but also the rest of the world.

II. NEPA AND THE BIRTH OF EIA

EIA has been increasingly recognized as a critical technique for environmental protection and management for all countries.
First conceived of by the U. S. Congress in 1969, EIA is considered by many to be the United States' most valuable contribution
to the development of international environmental law. Congress's goals in enacting the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) *277  included preserving the environment for future generations, assuring a safe, healthful, and pleasing environment

for all Americans, conserving natural resources, and promoting recycling and the use of renewable resources. 2  These goals
were to be accomplished by incorporating environmental considerations into government decisionmaking processes. For every
proposed “major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment,” NEPA requires the federal
agency to compose “a detailed statement” outlining “the environmental impact of the proposed action,” including “any adverse

environmental effects” and any potential “alternatives to the proposed action.” 3

Public participation is an integral part of the NEPA process. Before the final environmental impact statement (EIS) is completed,

it must be circulated to other governmental bodies and made available to the public for comment. 4  The final EIS must respond
to the comments by modifying the proposed action or alternatives; developing and evaluating new alternatives; supplementing,
improving or modifying the analyses; making factual corrections; or explaining why the comments do not warrant further

response. 5  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has also emphasized public participation as critical to its plan “to

incorporate environmental justice considerations into its NEPA actions.” 6  Giving all members of the community an opportunity
to review decisions affecting their own living environment helps to prevent class and race discrimination in the environmental

context. 7  Thus public participation constitutes an important way to involve the affected poor and minority communities, who

traditionally had no voice in the decisionmaking process. 8

However, unlike most other federal environmental laws, 9  NEPA does not contain a citizen suit provision enabling citizens to
sue for enforcement of the statute. As a result, citizens wishing to challenge the omission or inadequacy of an EIS must sue
under the Administrative Procedure Act. Since citizen suits are effectively the only mechanism for enforcing NEPA, this is

seen as a major hurdle in NEPA's enforcement. 10  Still, once in court, U.S. federal courts have *278  been attentive to the
public participation process. They are often strict in enforcing its provisions. Courts have also consistently held that public

scrutiny is essential in the implementation of NEPA. 11  Recently, a federal court held inadequate an EIS whose evaluation
of the environmental harms was not sufficiently detailed, a problem that undercut the public's ability to make an informed

assessment of related environmental issues. 12  The court noted that the purpose of NEPA was “to require disclosure of relevant
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environmental considerations that were given a ‘hard look’ by the agency. This would permit informed public comment on

proposed action and any choices or alternatives that might be pursued with less environmental harm.” 13

NEPA has become a worldwide example of an important method for helping decisionmakers understand and take into
consideration the impacts of their actions. Almost immediately after Congress's enactment of NEPA, several other governments

enacted laws based on NEPA, including: Ontario, Canada; New South Wales, Australia; California; and New York City. 14

Since then, many national governments and local authorities have enacted EIA laws. 15  Most have done so unilaterally. 16

The trend has not been the product of treaties or the influence of U.N. resolutions. Rather, “the world has embraced EIA on

its own merits.” 17  EIA has proven to be exceptionally useful in ensuring that government actions avoid or minimize adverse
environmental impacts. While the essential structure of EIA is substantially the same in all jurisdictions, its flexibility has
enabled countries to adapt the process to work within each of their respectively unique cultural, political, and socioeconomic

conditions. 18

*279  III. HAS EIA BECOME INTERNATIONAL “LAW”?

EIA is increasingly considered to be a general principle of international law. In the transboundary context, the duty to conduct

an EIA has been accepted as a requirement of customary law. 19  Whether nation-states are obligated to assess environmental

impacts of actions expected to have impacts only within their borders, however, is less settled. 20  The Rio Declaration suggests
that an EIA is required for public projects expected to have significant environmental impacts regardless of where impacts are
expected to occur. Principle 17 of the Rio Declaration provides, “[e]nvironmental impact assessment, as a national instrument,
shall be undertaken for proposed activities that are likely to have a significant adverse impact on the environment and are subject

to a decision of a competent national authority.” 21

Four major international environmental conventions that call for domestic compliance with EIA procedures highlight the extent

to which EIA is recognized in the international law context. 22  The U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea requires states
that have “reasonable grounds for believing that planned activities under their jurisdiction or control may cause substantial
pollution of or significant and harmful changes to the marine environment” to “assess the potential effects of such activities on

the marine environment” and to make reports of such assessments available to all states. 23  The U.N. Convention on Biological
Diversity requires each party to conduct an EIA when any proposed project is “likely to have significant adverse impacts on

biological diversity.” 24  The U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change directs all state parties to “[t]ake climate change
considerations into account ... in their relevant social, economic and environmental policies and actions” and to employ methods
such as impact assessments to help minimize “adverse effects on the economy, on public health and on the quality of the

environment.” 25  Finally, the U.N. Convention to Combat Desertification *280  provides that national action “programmes”

should include, among other things, a “strengthening of capabilities for assessment.” 26  Both China and India are parties to
each of these four major international conventions.

Besides these international treaties, there are also several relevant soft law instruments 27  that suggest the elevation of EIA
to customary law status. In addition to the Rio Declaration, several other important instruments endorse EIA. The origins
of environmental impact assessment in international law can be found in the 1972 Stockholm Declaration. That Declaration,

in seven of its twenty-six principles, recognizes the need for environmental “planning.” 28  For example, Principle 15 states:
“Planning must be applied to human settlements and urbanization with a view to avoiding adverse effects on the environment

and obtaining maximum social, economic and environmental benefits for all.” 29  In 1982, the World Charter for Nature declared
that “[a]ctivities which may disturb nature shall be preceded by assessment of their consequences, and environmental impact
studies of development projects shall be conducted sufficiently in advance, and if they are to be undertaken, such activities shall

be planned and carried out so as to minimize potential adverse effects.” 30
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In addition to treaties and soft law instruments, many international organizations also endorse EIA procedures. The U.N.
Environmental Programme (UNEP) first addressed EIA in a transboundary context in its Draft Principles of Conduct, a set of
nonbinding guidelines for international conduct. Principle 4 of the Draft Principles states: “States should make environmental
assessment before engaging in any activity with respect to a shared natural resource which may create a risk of significantly

affecting the environment of another state or states sharing that resource.” 31  In 1987, UNEP published a set of EIA guidelines

and principles that was not limited to a transboundary context. 32  The first principle declared that *281  states “should not

undertake or authorize activities without prior consideration, at an early stage, of their environmental effects.” 33  The World
Conservation Union (IUCN) has developed a draft international covenant on environment and development that recognizes EIA
as an important tool of international environmental law. Article 38(1) of the most recent draft covenant calls for the establishment
or strengthening of “environmental impact assessment procedures to ensure that all activities that pose significant risks or are

likely to have a significant adverse effect on the environment are evaluated before approval.” 34

EIA's status as international law is supported by the fact that many international aid organizations have developed EIA

procedures and require that countries comply before receiving any development funding. 35  Among such organizations are the
World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, and the European

Commission. 36  The existence of the many treaties and other soft law instruments requiring EIA, as well as the number of
countries adopting their own domestic EIA regulations, illustrates the fact that the international community has accepted the
importance of assessing environmental impacts with a view to reducing and mitigating environmentally harmful aspects of
development. Acceptance of the principle is the first step. Successful implementation, however, has proven to be a bigger
challenge.

IV. EFFECTIVE EIA

EIA is an important part of international law, but to be effective, it must also be made a top priority in domestic environmental
law. When EIA is well-designed and properly implemented, it can be “the single most effective device for reconciling

development with the principles of sustainability.” 37  It accomplishes this by institutionalizing “caution and foresight by
compelling actors to look at possible impacts and reasonable alternatives before resources have been committed to a project

in a way that causes irreparable harm.” 38  There is some resistance to EIA, particularly in developing countries, as some

believe it is a process that wastes resources and impedes development. 39  Furthermore, some view the *282  imposition of

EIA as a form of “cultural imperialism” that threatens state sovereignty. 40  But witness the severe environmental consequences

caused by the maquiladora program on the United States-Mexico border. 41  The purpose of the program was to attract foreign
investment and employment opportunities to Mexico by permitting the importation of raw materials to be manufactured into

goods that were then exported from Mexico. 42  Indeed, the border region's success in attracting foreign investment resulted
in significant industrial growth. Unfortunately, the Mexican government's failure to invest adequate resources into planning

and managing the industrial growth has in turn resulted in severe environmental degradation of the area. 43  Mexico's failure to
manage the hazardous waste produced by the maquiladoras has resulted in contamination that threatens the environment and

public health. 44  Such adverse environmental effects can be anticipated and managed by a properly implemented EIA process.
EIA legislation should be included as a vital part of any nation's domestic environmental management policy.
While domestic EIA statutory frameworks will differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, there are certain elements common to
all effective EIA processes. Determining what triggers the assessment is the first step in the EIA process. NEPA requires
that an assessment be conducted on proposals for “major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human

environment.” 45  Under the IUCN Draft Covenant, an EIA is required for both public activities and private ones requiring

governmental approval that are “likely to have significant adverse effect[s] on the environment.” 46  This is a reiteration of
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Principle 17 of the Rio Declaration. 47  While the IUCN does not define “significant,” it refers to the Council on Environmental

Quality (CEQ) 48  regulations for implementing NEPA that call for a consideration of both the “intensity” (the severity of the
impact, including cumulative impacts) and the “context” (where the proposed activity will take place along with its short and

long term effects). 49  These definitions of what trigger an EIA are problematic in two ways. The IUCN approach deliberately

*283  leaves it up to each individual state to decide how best to determine the presence of a triggering element. 50  This is
vague and leaves much discretion to the implementing agency. In contrast, however, the American approach, which utilizes a

case-by-case procedure, is extremely resource intensive and probably inappropriate for many developing countries. 51

Another approach for determining whether to conduct an EIA is to create a list that specifically designates the kinds of activities

that require an EIA. The problem with this method, however, is that the list can easily be under- or over-inclusive. 52  The best
method is one that would combine this approach with an opportunity for case-by-case analysis. A good example of one such
hybrid approach is found in the European Council Directive on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private works
on the environment. It places projects in one of two categories: projects for which EIAs are required, and projects for which

EIAs are not required unless found to have “significant impacts on the environment.” 53  Thus, even projects falling into the
second category undergo some sort of review but will not necessarily require a comprehensive environmental assessment.

Timing is another important component of an effective EIA. It is critical that the evaluation take place before any approvals
are made or resources are irrevocably committed to a development project. The IUCN recommends that EIAs take place at the

earliest possible stage of project planning 54  and UNEP also calls for environmental assessment “at an early stage.” 55  The
theory is that when the EIA process begins very early, the environmental considerations will help to not only inform, but also

to shape the eventual decision. 56

The content of the assessment also influences the effectiveness of the EIA. A comprehensive EIA should include a description

of the proposed activity, a description of the potentially affected environment, and all reasonable alternatives to the action. 57

Among the possible alternative actions must be the alternative of taking no action at all. 58  The EIA must include an evaluation

“of the likely or potential environmental impacts of the proposed activity and alternatives.” 59  The potential impact on the
environment must be comprehensively considered, taking account of the direct as well as the “cumulative, long-term, *284

indirect, long-distance, and transboundary effects.” 60  Cumulative impact is one of the more difficult concepts to incorporate
into the assessment. A study of the cumulative impacts of a project reveals the project's effects when “viewed in conjunction

with past, present or reasonably foreseeable projects.” 61  In other words, it should include the impacts of the project combined

with that of all other related activities, even if each activity alone would have little or no impact. 62  Indirect effects can be
defined as those caused by the proposed activity but that are not immediately visible, manifesting themselves later in time or

in a different place. 63  Finally, the EIA must also include an evaluation of measures available to avoid or minimize the adverse

environmental impacts of the proposed activity and its alternatives. 64

The most crucial aspect of the EIA process is public participation. The Rio Declaration states that “[e]nvironmental issues are

best handled with the participation of all concerned citizens, at the relevant level.” 65  There are several important factors in
ensuring that participation is effective and meaningful. First, the public must be aware that a decision is being made and that they

are entitled to participate in its making. 66  Notice must be given early enough to allow members of the public to review relevant

information and prepare meaningful feedback. 67  It must also be early enough to allow the decision makers time to consider
and incorporate the comments into their decisionmaking process. Members of the public will not be interested in participating

unless they feel that their comments will be seriously taken into account. 68  The public must be allowed to comment on the EIA
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before the final decision is made. 69  The draft version of the EIA should be translated into the local language and comments
should be actively sought and accepted. However, the solicitation of formal submissions is not always the most appropriate
method for public participation, particularly in developing countries whose populations may consist of a higher proportion of

illiterate or semi-literate people. 70  There are, however, many other ways to involve the affected community. Public meetings
may be held and the *285  EIA summarized in a non-technical way. The comments made by members of the public can be

taken and recorded. Similarly, authorities can hold workshops in order to educate the public about the project. 71

It is also important to ensure that the authorities make an appropriate response to the public comments. Under NEPA, the CEQ

regulations require agencies to respond to comments in their final statement. 72  Appropriate responses include modification of
the proposed action or its alternatives, analytical improvements, factual corrections, or an explanation as to why the comments

do not warrant further response. 73  The IUCN Draft Covenant encourages states to “ensure that the authority deciding on
approval takes into consideration all observations made during the environmental impact assessment process and makes its

final decision public.” 74  A final decision available in writing to the public and outlining the reasons for the decision ensures

accountability and demonstrates to the public that their input was indeed instrumental in the decisionmaking process. 75  A
public final decision holds decision makers answerable, thereby validating the public participation process.

More than just an exercise in democracy, giving the public a chance to comment on a draft of the EIA helps to ensure a higher
degree of objectivity by flushing out bias. Additionally, the process generates new information through the application of a

fresh perspective. 76  According to the World Resources Institute, “[t]his ‘environmental empowerment’ of the public can bring
accountability to local, regional, and international decisions and can harness the energy and creativity of those with the greatest

stake in successful environmental management: the people who live in or depend on the affected ecosystems.” 77

EIA can be a very effective way of ensuring that environmental concerns are considered in decisionmaking processes. However,
for effective implementation, the legislation must be explicit in requiring an EIA for all projects having a potential impact on
the environment. The assessment must be comprehensive and done at a time when it can still influence the final decision. The
most important part of the EIA process is involving the public. An effective EIA process will not only inform the public, but
also encourage them to participate in the decisions that affect the air they breathe, the water they drink, and the quality of the
environment in which they live.

*286  V. EIA IN CHINA AND INDIA

A. IMPORTANCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN CHINA AND INDIA

Environmental law is a relatively new field and one that is only beginning to mature into a coherent system concerned with
the protection of the environment and management of natural resources. As the world faces ever-increasing environmental
problems, environmental law is becoming more important. Developing countries are experiencing environmental problems
of unprecedented dimensions. For example, deforestation is leading to the extinction of countless species and exacerbating

soil erosion, flooding, drought, global warming, and other serious problems. 78  Access to water is another major issue in the

developing world where sanitation services are lacking and sewage often goes untreated. 79  Population growth, particularly the

rapidly growing urban populations, is also putting tremendous pressure on the environment. 80

China's and India's environmental issues are exacerbated by their ballooning populations and the resulting increased levels of
consumption. While the United States still far outpaces both China and India in terms of consumption, India and China are
rapidly catching up. The Worldwatch Institute observed in its State of the World Report 2006 that currently the United States

per-capita carbon dioxide emissions are six times China's level and twenty times the Indian level. 81  Still, China was already

the second largest oil importer by 2004, 82  and the Chinese demand for oil is expected to increase even more over the next
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decade as a result of its explosive economic growth and, more specifically, its increased demand for automobiles. 83  India's

growth is expected to be slower, but steady. 84  India's demand for oil has already doubled since 1992. 85  Such growth is a major
concern because of the “huge and inevitable addition to emissions” of carbon dioxide “associated with global warming and

the environmental damage most scientists accept will be its consequence.” 86  China and India also have large coal-dominated

energy systems will further complicate the carbon dioxide emissions issue. 87

China and India face many other environmental challenges as well. Access to *287  fresh water is likely to be an issue in China
where only eight percent of the world's fresh water supply is available to meet the needs of twenty-two percent of the world's

population. 88  Likewise in India, the demand for water in urban areas is expected to double and industrial demand to triple by

2025. 89  The biodiversity of Southeast Asia and even South America are under great pressure from China's growing demand for

grain, soybean, and wood product imports. 90  The increasing energy consumption of the two countries along with the growing
wealth and consumption patterns of their populations are and will continue to create enormous environmental problems and
challenges. The way “in which China and India each cope with ... overcom[ing] environmental challenges ... will determine

the sustainability of their current growth.” 91  Additionally, the burden placed on the environment by China and India will have
to be carried by everyone. Paul Keating, the former Prime Minister of Australia, noted that “the way that China responds to

its problems will shape the whole East Asian environment.” 92  Keating's observation, while correct, is too narrow. Rather, the
way in which both China and India address their environmental issues will impact the entire international community.

B. ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN CHINA

1. State of the Environment in China

The recent rapid growth of both the Chinese population and economy has put tremendous pressure on the environment. In the
19th and early 20th centuries, there was little, if any, attention to the environment or environmental impacts as the country

suffered from civil unrest, famine, foreign occupation, and finally the implementation of a strict, autocratic socialist system. 93

After 1978, Chinese leaders began focusing on market-oriented economic development. Today China is one of the most rapidly
developing nations in the world. The world's fourth largest country in terms of land area, China's population is the largest in

the world. China has over 1.3 billion people, but its population growth rate was estimated to be just 0.59 percent in 2006. 94

This recent slowing of population *288  growth has been attributed in large part to the strict family planning policies imposed

by the central government. Meanwhile, the Chinese economy grew at an estimated rate of 9.9 percent in 2005, 95  continuing

the trend of rapid and continuous economic growth that started in 1987. 96

In response to this growth, the government has struggled to contain environmental damage. China's broad territory is very

diverse; its major ecosystems include forests, deserts, farmland, wetlands, grasslands, and marine ecosystems. 97  China has the

third largest number of flora species in the world, and the wildlife categories in China are also very numerous. 98  At the same
time, China also has some of the most acute environmental problems in the world. The Pilot 2006 Environmental Performance

Index (EPI) ranked China's 2005 environmental performance at 94 out of 133 countries surveyed. 99  It is estimated that China

has lost one-fifth of its agricultural land since 1949 due to soil erosion and economic development. 100  Other major problems
include deforestation and desertification; in 1996, desertification impacted over twenty-seven percent of China's total national

territory. 101  Loss of biodiversity is a growing problem caused in part by the degradation of natural habitats and trade in

endangered species. 102

China's worst environmental problems, however, are air quality (in which the EPI ranked it 128th overall and lowest among all

Asia-Pacific countries) 103  and water resource pollution (in which China rank 116th overall). 104  A water shortage resulting
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from the degradation and pollution of the water supply is a very serious issue. 105  Ruoying Chen reports that Chinese officials
have “conceded that eighty percent of the nation's waste water is being discharged without any treatment and that more than

seventy-five percent of the nation's rivers are heavily polluted.” 106  Over-reliance on coal for power generation is also resulting

in severe levels of air pollution and acid rain. 107  This pollution has had serious transboundary effects, *289  including a

Russian river polluted by a Chinese chemical factory 108  and acid rain in Japan, a significant amount of which comes from

air pollution originating in China. 109

2. Development of Environmental Law in China

International environmental conferences and laws have largely influenced Chinese environmental policy. 110  For example, after
the 1972 Stockholm Conference, China began developing its own environmental policy and held its first National Conference

on Environmental Protection in 1973. 111  The Environmental Protection Law was put into effect on a trial basis in 1979 and

was China's first national framework environmental statute. 112  This law was made permanent in 1989. 113  China's Agenda 21,
promulgated in 1994, articulates its own national environmental policy, stressing the importance of sustainable development.
The policy calls for the protection of the environment through prevention and control of pollution and other major ecological

problems such as deforestation, desertification, and loss of biodiversity. 114

The main Chinese government agency in charge of the management of environmental issues is the State Environmental

Protection Administration (SEPA). 115  In addition to SEPA are many other State Council departments with a hand in
environmental protection; among them are the State Development Planning Commission (SDPC), the Ministry of Construction,

the Ministry of Agriculture, and the State Forestry Administration. 116

3. EIA Law in China

While EIA is gaining prevalence around the globe as a requirement of international law, it is an environmental protection tool
that should be of particular value in China where environmental policy is focused more on *290  preventing pollution before

the fact rather than dealing with the pollution after it has occurred. 117  The absence of an independent and accessible court

system contributes to the disregard of environmental regulations. Citizens suits, for example, simply do not exist in China. 118

Where remedies for damages caused by pollution are largely unavailable, it is even more important that projects are evaluated
and potential impacts on the environment are determined and considered before the projects are implemented.

The origins of China's EIA law are found in the Environmental Protection Law (1979). 119  Environmental impact assessment

law in China has since been evolving toward its current Environmental Impact Assessment Law 120  (“EIA Law”), which
requires national or local governments to analyze, forecast, and assess the potential environmental impacts of projects they

undertake. 121  The EIA Law declares that its purpose is “to carry out a sustainable development strategy, to prevent adverse

impact on the environment ... and to promote harmonious development of the economy, society and environment.” 122  The
Law makes it clear that environmental protection has become a primary concern for the Chinese government.

The EIA Law covers mainly commercial and industrial construction projects. In contrast, only a few government projects

require EIA. 123  Differing sharply from NEPA, which targets only “major Federal actions,” China's EIA focuses on business

projects. 124  A few government projects were added to the EIA Law's purview in 2003, but these were mainly limited to land

development plans. 125  Consequently, since 2003, “only one government plan in China has reportedly undergone an EIA,

casting serious doubt on the success of this intended check on government plans that affect the environment.” 126
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Unlike government projects, commercial projects are subject to much more rigorous EIA regulations. The EIA Law specifically
requires that an EIA be conducted for business projects falling into one of two categories. Plans for land use, exploration,
regional development, and development of river basins and sea areas require “writings or explanations on the environmental

impact of these *291  plans.” 127  These “explanations” must analyze, forecast, and assess potential post-implementation

environmental impacts and set forth measures to help prevent or mitigate the adverse environmental impacts. 128  Projects in the
second category include “Special Plans” for the development of industry, agriculture, animal husbandry, forestry, energy, water

conservation, communications, construction, tourism, and natural resources. 129  These projects require a detailed environmental
impact report, which includes analysis, forecast, and assessment of potential post-implementation impacts, mitigating measures,

and “an environmental impact assessment conclusion.” 130  Furthermore, if the project is expected to cause an adverse impact
that directly involves the “environmental rights and interests of the public,” the project proponent must solicit comments from

the public. 131  Exceptions to this provision are for “cases in which secrecy is required.” 132

The EIA Law also specifically stipulates that EIAs must be conducted for construction projects and divides these projects into
three categories according to their potential effect on the environment. For projects having a “major potential environmental

impact,” a comprehensive assessment and a detailed environmental impact report must be conducted. 133  Projects with a “light
potential environmental impact” require only an impact analysis and only an environmental impact registration form is required

for projects of “very small environmental impact.” 134  Guidance for determining what level of impact a particular project is

expected to have can be found in SEPA's Catalogue for Construction Project EIA Classification Management. 135

There are several ways in which China's EIA law is seriously flawed. First, the legislation is too general and vague in nature.
Indeed, laws in China are intentionally made this way to allow local governments autonomy in implementing and monitoring

compliance. 136  However, such discretion in implementation and compliance leads to inconsistencies and deprives the national

government of an adequate structure for implementing specific laws. 137

A second major flaw of the EIA Law is that public participation provisions are seriously deficient. The EIA Law calls for public
participation for only one of the main categories of projects. Even then, the EIA Law gives the government *292  enormous
discretion by creating an exception for projects for which “secrecy is required.” Agencies and officials in China have wide

discretion in deciding when information has to be kept secret. 138  The lack of provision for effective citizen participation in
all matters affecting their environment not only deprives the people of a say in the management of their own surroundings, but

also completely undermines the goal of governmental accountability in environmental decision making. 139

Another serious problem is that the EIA Law does not take into account the Chinese public's reluctance to challenge the

government or big business even where they are given a right to do so. 140  Where the citizenry is already extremely hesitant
to criticize government actions, the government needs to be much more proactive in encouraging and implementing a policy
toward more effective public participation. Unfortunately, the EIA Law does not do this.

From an enforceability standpoint, China's EIA Law potentially has more teeth than the EIA laws of many other countries.

The EIA Law places legal liability on responsible parties not complying with EIA procedures. 141  Any party that submits
a fraudulent EIA report or neglects its duty in making the report causing the EIA “to be seriously untrue” will be subject

to penalties administered by “higher level authorities or supervisory authorities.” 142  Similarly, any authority that approves

a project that does not include the required EIA report will be held liable. 143  The EIA Law also places administrative and
criminal liability on government authorities that illegally grant approval of construction projects. The EIA Law also imposes
liability for favoritism, abuse of power, neglect of duty, and other irregularities; “if a crime is constituted, criminal liability
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will be investigated according to law.” 144  Unfortunately, a basic problem with these enforceability provisions is enforceability
of the provisions themselves. Only “higher level authorities or supervisory authorities” can enforce the Law. An irregular,
deficient, or even nonexistent EIA is unlikely to obstruct implementation of a project that has support from high levels of

Chinese government. 145

*293  4. Recent Developments in Chinese EIA Law

One recent sign that China is beginning to take EIA seriously and to work toward a more effective implementation was the
issuance of the Measures for the Examination and Approval Procedures of the Environmental Impact Assessment Documents
for State Environmental Protection Administration of China Approved Construction Projects (“EIA Measures”). The EIA

Measures took effect January 1, 2006. 146  The scope of the EIA Measures is limited to construction projects that are approved

by SEPA, 147  but it may provide a glimpse of what future EIA law in China will look like. In fact, while the EIA Measures only

apply to large-scale projects, some provincial authorities have already issued regulations mirroring the EIA Measures. 148  Most
importantly, the public participation requirements in the EIA Measures are far more stringent than that of previous legislation,
providing that public hearings be held for construction projects having a significant impact on the environment, those that

severely impact the living environment of area residents, and projects that are highly controversial. 149  Furthermore, SEPA is

required to post lists of projects under consideration on its website prior to making an approval decision. 150  This may be a
first step toward giving SEPA more power to enforce and implement public participation in the EIA process. On November 10,
2005, SEPA issued the Consultation Paper on the Measures for More Public Involvement on Environmental Impact Assessment,
which states that EIAs for all construction projects potentially having a major impact on the environment must include a public

hearing. 151  It also sets out the procedures for conducting those hearings. 152

While some fear that stricter EIA requirements will increase the costs of doing business in China and adversely affect economic

development, 153  in the long term, cleaning up and protecting its environment is absolutely crucial to the sustainability of
China's development. China has been developing with unprecedented rapidity, undertaking projects of unprecedented size and
scope, most notably, the controversial Three Gorges Dam. The potential for severe and irreparable environmental damage is
real. Therefore, it is of particular importance for China to carefully review each of its national projects and to place some form
of check on its rapid development to ensure protection and preservation of *294  its environment and natural resources. The
health of not only the Chinese citizens and environment, but also of China's continued economic growth, depends on it.

C. ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN INDIA

1. State of the Environment in India

India's recent explosive economic growth and ever-expanding population have resulted in many of the same growing pains
experienced by China--including many of the same difficult environmental challenges. India presents vast ecological and natural
diversity with its varying climates, habitats, and species. Geographically, the seventh largest country in the world, India has

a population of approximately 1.09 billion people. 154  While population growth has slowed somewhat in recent years, the

population is still growing at a more rapid rate than that of China, at an estimated 1.4 percent in 2005. 155  India's economic

growth has also been lagging behind that of China, but experts believe that India's long term potential is promising. 156  India's

private sector is well-developed, and India has a deep-seated tradition of entrepreneurship. 157  India's economy has a strong and

diversified industrial technological base and it is emerging as one of the world's leading industrial nations. 158  India's economic

growth in 2005 exceeded seven percent of GDP with significant expansion of its manufacturing sector. 159
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All of this economic growth results in major environmental problems. For many experts, the huge and growing population
is a primary concern and expected to be the main source of social, economic, and environmental problems over the coming

decades. The EPI ranked India's environmental performance as 118th out of 133 countries. 160  Other key environmental
issues in India include high rates of urbanization, growth in private transportation, industrial effluents and vehicle emissions,

increases in unmanaged marine-based tourism, agricultural run-offs, and reliance on bio-fuels. 161  Land degradation is also a

serious problem, often caused by poorly planned and badly engineered irrigation developments and wind erosion. 162  While
deforestation and biodiversity loss have been a huge problem throughout South Asia, the overall habitat losses have been *295

most severe in the Indian subcontinent. 163  Unplanned developments affecting the coastal zone are adversely impacting the

marine environment in particular. 164

The quality of air and water in India is also extremely poor. EPI ranked India as 121st on air quality and 104th on water quality

out of a total of 133 countries. 165  The uncontrolled release of sewage, industrial wastes and agricultural run-off, commercial
pesticides, and other contaminants are responsible for extensive water degradation. Groundwater depletion is increasingly

becoming a major concern in India, which is beginning to suffer from the scarcity of freshwater resources. 166  Growth in the

demand for energy and reliance on coal are also wreaking havoc on the quality of the air. 167  India has reached a critical stage
in its environmental development as its economic growth is undercutting the health and safety of its people and environment.

2. Development of Environmental Law in India

As in China, the Stockholm Conference was the primary force in motivating the Indian legislature to take a serious look at

issues of environmental degradation. 168  In the period following the Stockholm Conference, the Indian legislature enacted
environmental legislation to combat environmental problems. However, these laws were limited for the most part to air and water

pollution prevention and control and were never implemented. 169  The Indian government was jolted out of its complacency
in December 1984, when more than 2000 people died and up to 200,000 people were injured in Bhopal by one of the worst

industrial accidents the world has ever seen. 170  Poisonous gas leaking from a pesticide plant not only caused severe physical
harm to hundreds of thousands of people, but it also had tremendous psychological effects on the rest of the surrounding

population. 171  In the years following the Bhopal tragedy, environmental laws became a much more important and serious
issue for the Indian government and public.

Environmental law in India is focused on repairing the damage already done to the environment, restoring ecological stability,

and conserving the country's natural heritage. 172  A main focus is the preservation of the natural forests, which contain a wealth

of biological diversity resources. 173  The Ministry of Environment *296  and Forests (MoEF) has the primary responsibility for

making environmental laws. 174  In 1986, the government of India enacted the Environment (Protection) Act, whose broad goals

were to protect and restore the environment in general. 175  Section 3 of the Environment (Protection) Act (EPA) authorizes the
Central Government to take measures for “protecting and improving the quality of the environment and preventing, controlling

and abating environmental pollution.” 176  In order to attain the goals of the Act, the government decided to make EIA statutory.
Thus, in 1994, the MoEF issued the Environmental Impact Assessment Notification (EIA Notification). Prior to the issuance
of the notification, it was only necessary to obtain “environmental clearance” from the Central Government for very large

projects. 177

3. EIA Law in India

Partly in response to the Bhopal gas tragedy, the MoEF made various policy decisions with an eye to preventing such future

industrial disasters. 178  The EIA Notification was one such directive. The EIA Notification requires that anyone seeking to
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“undertake any new project in any part of India” or to expand or modernize any existing industry or project must first receive

environmental clearance from MoEF. 179  However, “any project” is limited to those falling within one of the thirty-two
“Projects Requiring Environmental Clearance from the Central Government” as laid out in Schedule-I of the EIA Notification
(as amended July 7, 2004). Schedule-I is a list of broad categories including such industries as mining, nuclear energy,
transportation, communication, construction, and tourism.

The problem with such lists promulgating EIA-triggering projects is that they tend to be either under-inclusive, not specific
enough (over-inclusive), or both. The Indian legislation is not an exception and has left out many types of projects. For example,
the Indian legislation makes no specific provision for projects involving deforestation, human resettlement, land reclamation,
weapons testing and manufacture of explosives, waste disposal sites and the transportation of hazardous and radioactive
substances, or the building of major dams or levees. Furthermore, the legislation specifically excludes the building of major

pipelines from the requirement of environmental assessment. 180  In contrast, other countries *297  have acknowledged these

as significantly affecting the environment and have provided for them in their EIA legislation. 181

To make the EIA procedure more effective, the Indian government should consider the approach taken by the European Council
in its directive on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment. The directive places
all projects into one of two categories: those that require EIA and those that do not unless after close review it is determined

that they pose significant risks to the environment. 182  This ensures that all projects receive serious scrutiny.

The EIA Notification did not originally contain a public hearing requirement, but it was amended in 1997 to make public

participation mandatory. 183  To obtain environmental clearance for a project requiring it, the project proponent must submit an

application and a project report. 184  The project report must contain an EIA Report, an Environment Management Plan, and

“details of public hearing.” 185  The process for the public hearing is laid out in Schedule-IV of the EIA Notification. It requires
the applicant to submit an “executive summary containing the salient features of the project both in English as well as the local

language” to the State Pollution Control Board (SPCB). 186  The SPCB is then required to make the executive summaries and
EIA reports available to the public and to publish a notice of environmental public hearing in at least two widely circulated

newspapers in the affected region, at least one of which must be published in the local language. 187  The notice must invite
all those affected, “including bona fide residents, environmental groups and others,” to participate in the public hearing and to

make oral or written suggestions to the SPCB. 188

The public hearing requirement is not something to be taken lightly. As a recent case demonstrates, failure to comply may

result in denial of environmental clearance. 189  In 2001, the High Court of the state of Kerala ordered the proponent of a
hydro-power generating project to comply with the public hearing requirements before environmental clearance would even

be considered. 190  The original application for environmental clearance had been rejected. While the project proponents were

awaiting review of the denial, the EIA Notification was *298  amended to include the public hearing requirements. 191  The
project proponents argued that the public hearing was only optional at the time they prepared their EIA and that the requirement

should not apply retroactively. 192  The court did not agree, noting that what was under consideration here was an application
for the review of a rejected submission--which is entirely different from an original application that happened to still be pending
when the amendment took effect. Considering that it had “a duty to ensure that the requirements of [India's environmental
legislation] are strictly complied with,” the court held that, “in the interest of environment ... a public hearing cannot be dispensed

with in respect of the grant of any clearance after the coming into force of the amended notification.” 193

While this court opinion is very encouraging in terms of strengthening public participation, EIA, and India's environmental law
in general, it must be noted that Kerala has always been an atypical Indian state. Higher levels of education in the province

have led to a broader public awareness and higher levels of public participation. 194  These are characteristics that may be
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largely lacking in other parts of India. In fact, the High Court of Kerala itself acknowledged the “lack of concern or lukewarm

attitude of the authorities towards environment and its protection.” 195  Scholars have pointed out that the Indian government's
“use of law in maintaining environmental standards has been a failure” in large part because of its refusal to recognize public

participation. 196

Still, considering that India has only relatively recently articulated EIA as an important national environmental policy, it seems
to be on the right path toward more effective implementation, particularly in the area of public participation. The Kerala High
Court decision is evidence of this movement. Furthermore, community participation is a long-term process and it requires time

and a lot of effort in addition to the government's willingness to incorporate it into the planning and implementation stages. 197

The Indian government took the first step in this process by making public participation a mandatory part of EIA in 1997. The
government should continue to recognize the importance of public participation in the EIA process and make implementation
of public participation a priority.

*299  4. Recent Developments in Indian EIA Law

On September 15, 2005, the MoEF published a draft notification that lays out a revised list of projects and activities triggering

EIA, as well as an updated Environmental Clearance process 198  with a more stringent public participation standard. 199  The
new list of projects includes an updated system for categorization and screening to determine whether the project requires an
EIA. Projects in “Category A” will require clearance from the MoEF and projects in “Category B” will require environmental

clearance from the state within whose jurisdiction the project will take place. 200  More importantly, the list has been expanded
and made more specific. For example, the new list includes areas previously overlooked, including the sugar industry,
automobile manufacturing, hazardous waste treatment and storage facilities, effluent treatment plants, municipal solid waste

facilities, bridges and tunnels in urban areas, and construction of new towns and settlements. 201  The new list also requires that

an EIA be performed for oil and gas pipeline projects that affect more than one state. 202  This list of projects is certainly more
comprehensive than the current list and demonstrates the government's effort to improve environmental protection procedures.

The draft also provides a more detailed description of the procedure for public hearings. 203  The project proponent must submit

copies of the draft EIA, including a summary report in English and in the local language. 204  The reviewing authorities must
arrange to “widely publicize” this report within their jurisdictions. When that authority is MoEF, the draft requires it to post the
summary on its website. The notice of public hearing must be advertised in one major national newspaper and one local language
newspaper, and the notice period must last at least thirty days. A panel must be carefully composed to preside over the hearing

and must consist of local government representatives, “prominent citizens of the area,” and experts. 205  The draft specifically
requires that at least one of the government officials and one of the citizens be a woman and one belong to the scheduled

caste. 206  The entire proceedings must also be video-recorded and every person present must be accorded “the opportunity to

seek information or clarifications on the project.” 207  A summary of the hearing explaining all its *300  contents in the local

language must be read over at the end of the meeting and signed by each member of the panel. 208  The public hearing process
constitutes a very detailed and comprehensive portion of the draft notification and seems to prove that the Indian government
is committed to reinforcing and strengthening the public participation element of its EIA procedures.

The path of India's development increasingly depends on the measures the government takes now to protect its natural
resources and environment. While India is still far from having a fully functional and effective environmental protection
framework in place, recent efforts suggest that the government is committed to achieving the goal of cleaning up and protecting
the environment. Enforceability remains an issue in India. The EIA Notification does not have any liability provisions or
provisions for enforcing the legislation other than providing that falsifying an EIA report will lead to a denial of environmental

clearance. 209  However, the courts in India are better situated to enforce the law, as shown by the opinion in the 2001 Kerala
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case. India must also continue to make environmental considerations an important part of the process in making development
decisions. Continuing to encourage public participation in the process will give a voice to those who have to live with the effects
those decisions are likely to have.

VI. CONCLUSION

Both China and India are currently undergoing rapid growth and development. While such economic development is helping to
ease poverty and increase the standard of living for the countries' enormous populations, it also is resulting in severe damage to
their environments. Industrial developments and the inefficient use of resources are resulting in acute environmental pollution
and the depletion of natural resources. Not only are the environments of China and India being affected, but through massive
carbon dioxide emissions and other long range environmental stresses, the development of China and India is adversely affecting
the environment of the entire world.

While EIA under NEPA is often criticized as being weak and ineffective, the United States also has the advantage of a strong
framework of environmental laws, as well as an environmentally aware populace that will enforce its right to live in a clean
environment and, more importantly, is empowered to do so. Environmental impact assessment is important in developing
countries as it can be a very important first step in making environmental considerations a priority in national policy making.

While both China and India have plenty of internationally influenced environmental laws, there is a pressing need for
improvement in the drafting and *301  implementation of their domestic statutes. Both countries have relatively new EIA laws
and it is essential that each country continue to strengthen and improve their EIA procedures. Where economic growth is rapidly
taking place and development projects are completed at such an unprecedented rate, it is crucial that both governments make
protecting the environment a top priority. One of the best ways of doing so is to inject environmental considerations directly
into the decisionmaking process.

Finally, the core of good environmental policy is decision making that is both transparent and open to public input and oversight.
Involving those who will be most directly affected by development decisions helps to ensure that environmental concerns are
considered and that decision-makers are held accountable. Getting the public involved in EIA public hearing procedures helps
to raise public awareness of environmental issues and empowers the public to protect their interests and the environment. In
addition to the general public, EIA can effectively mobilize a whole range of social groups including grass-roots environmental
organizations and other NGOs and scientific experts. In order to maintain economic growth and social stability, China and India
must continue to work diligently at improving their EIA and other environmental protection legislation.
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22 MOHAMED A. BEKHECHI & JEAN-ROGER MERCIER, THE LEGAL AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK FOR

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS: A STUDY OF SELECTED COUNTRIES IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 7

(2002).

23 U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, art. 206, opened for signature Dec. 10, 1982, 1833 U.N.T.S. 397, 481 (entered into force

Nov. 16, 1994).

24 Convention on Biological Diversity, art. 14(1)(a), opened for signature June 5, 1992, 1760 U.N.T.S. 143, 151 (entered into force

Dec. 29, 1993).

25 U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change, art. 4(1)(f), opened for signature May 9, 1992, 1771 U.N.T.S. 165, 171 (entered

into force Mar. 21, 1994).

26 U.N. Convention to Combat Desertification in Those Countries Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, Particularly

in Africa, art. 10(4), opened for signature Oct. 14, 1994, 1954 U.N.T.S. 108, 117 (entered into force Dec. 26, 1996).

27 The term “soft law” refers to legal instruments with little or no binding force; for example, non-treaty obligations that are

unenforceable.

28 See Conference on the Human Environment, Stockholm, Swed., June 5-16, 1972, Report of the U.N. Conference on the Human

Environment, ch. 1, princs. 2, 4, 12-15. 17, 11 U.N. Doc. A/Conf.48/14/Rev.1 (Jan. 1, 1973) [hereinafter Stockholm Declaration];

see also Erika L. Priess, The International Obligation to Conduct an Environmental Impact Assessment: The ICJ Case Concerning

the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros Project, 7 N.Y.U. ENVTL. L. J. 307, 317 (1999) (noting the significance of the Stockholm Declaration

for the origin of EIA internationally).

29 Stockholm Declaration, supra note 28, princ. 15.

30 World Charter for Nature, G.A. Res. 37/7, at 17, U.N. GAOR, 37 th  Sess., Supp. No. 51, para. 11(c), U.N. Doc. A/RES/47/7 (1982).

31 U.N. Environment Program: Draft Principles of Conduct in the Field of the Environment for Guidance of States in the Conservation

and Harmonious Utilization of Natural Resources Shared by Two or More States, princ. 4, May 19, 1978, 17 I.L.M. 1097, 1098.

32 U.N. ENVTL. PROGRAMME, THE GOALS AND PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT (1987)

[hereinafter GOALS AND PRINCIPLES].

33 Id. at 2.

34 World Conservation Union, DRAFT INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ENVIRONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, art.

38(1) (3 rd  ed. 2004), available at http:// www.iucn.org/themes/law/pdfdocuments/EPLP31EN_rev2.pdf [hereinafter IUCN Draft

Covenant].

35 Priess, supra note 28, at 322.

36 Id. at 322-23 (noting the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development encourages states that provide aid to developing

countries to use EIA).

37 Andreen, supra note 15, at 38.

38 Id.

39 See Kevin R. Gray, International Environmental Impact Assessment: Potential for Multilateral Environmental Agreement, 11

COLO. J. INT'L ENVTL. L. & POL'Y 83, 106 (2000).

40 Id.
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41 Kelly L. Reblin, Comment, NAFTA and the Environment: Dealing with Abnormally High Birth Defect Rates Among Children

of Texas-Mexico Border Towns, 27 ST. MARY'S L.J. 929, 934-40 (1996) (discussing environmental harms resulting from the

maquiladora program).

42 Eileen Zorc, Note. The Border 2012 U.S.-Mexico Program: Will a Bottom-Up Approach Work?. 16 GEO. INT'L ENVTL. L. REV.

533, 543-44 (2004).

43 Id.

44 Id. at 445-48.

45 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C) (2000).

46 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, cmt. art. 38(1).

47 Rio Declaration, supra note 21, princ. 17.

48 The CEQ was created by NEPA to serve in an advisory capacity to the executive branch, similar to the President's Council

of Economic Advisors. The CEQ is responsible for adopting nonbinding but extremely authoritative guidelines for preparing

environmental impact statements. Robert L. Glicksman, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION: LAW AND POLICY 157 (4th ed.

2003).

49 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, cmt. art. 38(1); see also Andreen, supra note 15, at 42.

50 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, cmt. art. 38(1).

51 Andreen, supra note 15, at 44-45.

52 Id. at 43.

53 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, cmt. art. 38(1), n.356.

54 Id. cmt. art. 38(1).

55 GOALS AND PRINCIPLES, supra note 32, princ. 1.

56 Andreen, supra note 15, at 46.

57 GOALS AND PRINCIPLES, supra note 32, princ. 4(c).

58 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, art. 38(2)(b).

59 GOALS AND PRINCIPLES, supra note 32, princ. 4(d).

60 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, art. 38(2)(a).

61 Andreen, supra note 15, at 46.

62 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, cmt. art. 38(2)(a).

63 Andreen, supra note 15, at 46.

64 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, art. 38(2)(c); GOALS AND PRINCIPLES, supra note 32, princ. 4(e).
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65 Rio Declaration, supra note 21, princ. 10.

66 Claudia Saladin & Brennan Van Dyke, Implementing the Principles of the Public Participation Convention in International

Organizations, at 7 (1998), available at http:// www.ciel.org/Publications/ImplementingPrinciplesofPublicParticipat.

67 Id.

68 Id. (arguing that “[f]or the public to be willing or interested in participating they must be certain that their views will be taken into

account in the decision making process”).

69 GOALS AND PRINCIPLES, supra note 32, princ. 7. IUCN Draft Covenant Article 38(3) requires states to “[e]nsure that

environmental impact assessments are effective and conducted under procedures assessible [sic] to concerned States, international

organizations, persons, and non-governmental organizations.”

70 Andreen, supra note 15, at 50.

71 Id.

72 40 C.F.R. § 1503.4(a).

73 Id.

74 IUCN Draft Covenant, supra note 34, art. 38(3).

75 Id. cmt. art. 38(3); Saladin & Van Dyke, supra note 66, at 7.

76 See Andreen, supra note 15, at 46.

77 WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE ET AL., WORLD RESOURCES 2002-2004, DECISIONS FOR THE EARTH: BALANCE,

VOICE AND POWER 2 (2003), available at http://pubs.wri.org/pubs_pdf.cfm?PubID=3764.

78 Andreen, supra note 15, at 18.

79 Id.

80 See id. at 19.

81 State of the World 2006: China and India Hold World in Balance, Worldwatch Institute, Jan. 11, 2006, available at http://

www.worldwatch.org/press/news/2006/01/11/ [hereinafter State of the World].

82 Id.

83 John Griffiths, Efficiency and Emissions-free Are Necessary, Not Options, THE FIN. TIMES LIMITED, Sept. 13, 2005, at 2.

84 Id.

85 State of the World, supra note 81.

86 Griffiths, supra note 83.

87 State of the World, supra note 81.

88 Id.
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89 Id.

90 Id.

91 Wolfgang Schurer, A Geopolitical and Geo-Economic Overview: On the Rise of China and India as Two Asian Giants, FLETCHER

F. WORLD AFF., Sum.199, at 145, 163 (2005).

92 Ben Boer, The Rise of Environmental Law in the Asian Region, 32 U. RICH. L. REV. 1503, 1538 (1999) (quoting Prime Minister

Paul Keating, The Environment in the Asia Pacific 2, Speech Before the 1997 China Environment Forum, Beijing, China (Nov. 19,

1997) (transcript available in the Faculty of Law, University of Sydney)).

93 Central Intelligence Agency, China, in The World Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/ch.html

[hereinafter CIA World Factbook - China].

94 Id.

95 Id.

96 Wang Xi, China, in ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND ENFORCEMENT IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC RIM 95, 96 (Terri Mottershead

ed., 2002).

97 Id. at 95.

98 Id.

99 YALE CTR. FOR ENVTL. LAW & POL'Y & CTR. FOR INT'L EARTH SCI. INFO. NETWORK, PILOT 2006

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE INDEX 3 (2006), available at http://www.yale.edu/epi/2006EPI_Report_Full.pdf

[hereinafter EPI].

100 CIA World Factbook -- China, supra note 93.

101 ECON. SOC. COMM'N FOR ASIA AND THE PAC., STATE OF THE ENVT'L. IN ASIA AND THE PAC. 2000 374-76, 378

(2002) [hereinafter ESCAP Report].

102 Id.

103 EPI, supra note 99, at 51.

104 Id. at 52.

105 ESCAP Report, supra note 101, at 374; see also CIA World Factbook - China, supra note 93.

106 Ruoying Chen, Information Mechanisms and the Future of Chinese Pollution Regulation, 7 CHI. J. INT'L L. 51, 52-53 (2006).

107 ESCAP Report, supra note 101. at 374-75.

108 Greenpeace, Benzene Slick on the Authorities' Reputation (Dec. 26, 2005), http://www.greenpeace.org/russia/en/press/releases

(reporting that an explosion at a Chinese oil processing plant released over one hundred tons of polluting chemicals into the Sungari

River--a Chinese river and the largest tributary of the Amur River in Russia).

109 Acid Rain in Japan: Passing the Buck, ECONOMIST, Aug. 21, 1993, at 68-69.

110 Xi, supra note 96, at 103.
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111 Id.

112 See Pamela Howlett, Striking the Right Balance: The Contrasting Ways in Which the United States and China Implement National

Projects Affecting the Environment, 12 MO. ENVTL. L. & POL'Y REV. 17, 25-26 (2004).

113 Id. at 26.

114 Xi, supra note 96, at 103-04.

115 Id. at 105.

116 See id. at 105-06. In 1998, a government reorganization elevated SEPA to ministry-level status that has given SEPA much more

authority and made it a much more powerful agency. Neal Stender & Zhour Jing, The New EIA Law and Environmental Protection

in China (Dec. 1, 2002), http:// www.chinalawandpractice.com/default.asp?Page=1&cIndex=2&SID=3267&M =12&Y=2002.

117 Chen, supra note 106, at 60.

118 Id. at 58.

119 Robinson, supra note 16, at 601.

120 Environmental Impact Assessment Law (2003) (P.R.C.), available at http://www.chinalawandpractice.com/default.asp? Page

=1&cIndex=2&SID=3324&M=2&Y=2003 [hereinafter EIAL Report]. This law effectively replaced the Regulations on

Environmental Protection Management of Construction Projects (1998), which in turn had replaced the Provisions on Environmental

Management of Construction Projects (1986).

121 Id. art. 7.

122 Id. art. 1.

123 Chen, supra note 106, at 55.

124 Id. at 61.

125 Id. at 55, 61.

126 Id. at 62-63.

127 EIAL Report, supra note 120, art. 7.

128 Id.

129 Id. art. 8.

130 Id. art. 10.

131 Id. art. 11.

132 Id.

133 Id. art. 16(i).

134 Id. art. 16(ii)-(iii).
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135 Stender & Jing, supra note 116.

136 See Howlett, supra note 112, at 34.

137 Id.

138 Id.

139 Wu Changhua, Improving the Legal and Policy Foundation for Public Access to Environmental Information in China, 24 TEMP.

J. SCI. TECH. & ENVTL. L. 291, 294-95 (2005).

140 Howlett, supra note 112, at 40. Chinese citizens are very sensitive to the idea of criticizing their government. Fear of retaliation may

be one of the reasons why. In one telling incident, local officials accused complaining citizens of having caused “trouble during the

Cultural Revolution, and informed other villagers to disassociate with the[m].” Id. at 40, nn.201& 208.

141 EIAL Report, supra note 120, arts. 29-35.

142 Id. art. 29.

143 Id. art. 30.

144 Id. art. 35.

145 Howlett, supra note 112, at 29.

146 Danian Zhang & Andrew Tan, Environmental Impact Assessment for Construction Projects in China (Feb. 26, 2006), http://

www.chinalawandpractice.com.

147 Id. SEPA projects include construction of nuclear facilities, top-secret and other special projects, projects straddling provincial,

administrative or municipal borders, and projects approved the by State Council. EIAL Report, supra note 120, art. 23.

148 Zhang & Tan, supra note 146.

149 Id.

150 Id.

151 Id.

152 Id.

153 Id.

154 Central Intelligence Agency, India, in The World Factbook, https:// www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/in.html

[hereinafter CIA World Factbook--India].

155 Id.

156 Schurer, supra note 91, at 154.

157 Id. at 155.

158 Jasmeet Kaur Madhan, India, in ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND ENFORCEMENT IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC RIM 205, 205 (Terri

Mottershead ed. 2002).
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159 CIA World Factbook--India, supra note 154.

160 EPI, supra note 99, at 3.

161 ESCAP Report, supra note 101, at 345.

162 Id. at 344.

163 Id.

164 Id.

165 EPI, supra note 99, at 51-52.

166 ESCAP Report, supra note 101, at 344.

167 Id. at 344-45.

168 Shubhankar Dam, Green Laws for Better Health: The Past that Was and the Future that May Be--Reflections from the Indian

Experience, 16 GEO. INT'L ENVTL. L. REV. 593, 597-98 (2004).

169 Madhan, supra note 158, at 214-15.

170 Id.

171 Id.

172 Id. at 214.

173 Id.

174 Id. at 214-15.

175 Id. at 218.

176 Environment (Protection) Act. No. 29, Acts of Parliament, 1986.

177 PRASAD MODAK & ASIT K. BISWAS, CONDUCTING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES 4 (1999).

178 Bhola Ram Gurjar & Manju Mohan, Environmental Risk Analysis: Problems and Perspectives in Different Countries, RISK, Spring

2002, at 17.

179 India, Environment Impact Assessment Notification, para. 2(I)(a) (Jan. 27, 2004) [hereinafter EIA Notification].

180 Id.

181 See BEKHECHI & MERCIER, supra note 22, at 97-99, 132-36 (describing the EIA legislation of Namibia and Nigeria).

182 Andreen, supra note 15, at 45.

183 Gurjar & Mohan, supra note 178, at 17.
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184 EIA Notification, supra note 179.

185 Id.

186 Id. para. 1(i).

187 Id. para. 2.

188 Id.

189 Chithanya v. State of Kerala (Kerala H.C. 2001), available at http://www.elaw.org/resources/text.asp?id=3057.

190 EIA Notification, supra note 179, para. 18.

191 Id. paras. 16-17.

192 Id. para. 14.

193 Id. para. 18.

194 V.K. Ramachandran, On Kerala's Development Achievements, in INDIAN DEVELOPMENT: SELECTED REGIONAL

PERSPECTIVES 260 (Jean Drèze & Amartya Sen eds., 1997) (arguing that “[o]wing to the prevalent levels of literacy, the

dissemination of information by means of written word goes much deeper in Kerala than elsewhere in India.” This has important

implications for the quality and depth of public opinion, and of participatory democracy in the state).

195 EIA Notification, supra note 179, para. 4.

196 See Dam, supra note 168.

197 ESCAP Report, supra note 101, at 264.

198 Environmental Clearance is the permission project proponents obtain from the MoEF after properly undergoing the EIA process.

Madhan, supra note 158, at 220.

199 India, Draft Notification from Ministry of Environment and Forests (Sept. 15, 2005), available at http://hspcb.gov.in/Draft%20EIA

%202005.pdf.

200 Id. para. 3(i)-(ii).

201 See id. at 12-21 (Schedule: List of Projects or Activities Requiring Prior Environmental Clearance).

202 Id.

203 Id. at 7-8, app. IV.

204 Id. at app. IV, para. 2.2.

205 Id. at app. IV, para. 4.0.

206 Id.

207 Id. app. IV, para. 6.4.
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208 Id.

209 EIA Notification, supra note 179, para. 4.
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